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Undergraduate students are increasingly engaged in developing products and technologies that are commercially viable

outside of the university through their involvement in courses and experiential programs focused on product design and

entrepreneurship. The involvement of undergraduates in intellectual property protection leads to interesting questions

related to how best to align student interests with institutional policies and practices since most are not employed by their

universities in theway that faculty andmany graduate students are. This paper summarizes the results of a survey designed

to examine trends in the level and nature of undergraduate involvement in creating intellectual property. It was

administered to intellectual property professionals in technology transfer offices at 30 U.S. universities with strong

emphases in engineering, science, and technology. Findings indicate that involvement in intellectual property protection

among undergraduates is growing at over half of the institutions surveyed; there is a lack of consensus among institutions

of how to manage IP generated by undergraduates; and that the resources technology transfer offices have to devote to

communicating policy is critical to the manner in which policy is applied.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a significant increase

in the number and diversity of students participat-

ing in courses and activities focused on innovation

and entrepreneurship and the development of pro-

ducts, technologies, and services that are commer-

cially viable. This trendhas been driven by anumber
of factors, including: (1) accreditation requirements

in fields like engineering that drive the integration of

more ‘‘real world’’ experiences into educational

programs [1]; (2) economic trends where smaller

companies are increasingly seen a source of jobs [2];

(3) a movement to equip students in a wide range of

disciplines with entrepreneurship education [3, 4];

and (4) a general movement towards creating more
entrepreneurial universities able to generate reven-

ues by engaging with the private sector [5, 6]. To

better prepare students for the contemporary work-

place and economy, institutions are developing

courses and experiential learning programs focused

on teaching students how to create value from their

knowledge. They are also establishing entrepre-

neurship centers, stepping up technology commer-

cialization efforts, and expanding business

incubation activities.

The increased emphasis on ‘‘real-world’’ product

innovation and entrepreneurship education sug-

gests that technology transfer offices are likely to

see increased activity and interest in intellectual
property protection by undergraduates. Further,

heightened awareness of successful student-driven

ventures such as Facebook have led to increased

interest among institutions in clarifying policies and

creating services to support student inventors and

entrepreneurs. The fact that most undergraduates

pay to attend a university, unlike faculty and

graduate studentswho are paid to conduct research,
generates an interesting set of questions for institu-

tions, including: Who owns the IP developed by a

student as part of a course project or experiential

program? How is the contribution of a student

versus that of the university defined? Who should

students turn to for assistance with IP protection
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issues? And, who bears the responsibility for edu-

cating student and faculty participants to a level of

IP literacy such that they understand students’

rights and obligations? The purpose of this paper

is to explore the extent to which undergraduate

students are involved in intellectual property pro-
tection at universities and the manner in which

technology transfer offices are addressing their

activity.

2. Background

2.1 Management of intellectual property at

universities

To understand the management of technology

commercialization activities at universities, it is

helpful to be familiar with basic intellectual prop-

erty definitions and principles as well as the role of

technology transfer offices (TTOs). The United

States Patent and Trademark Office define intellec-
tual property as ‘‘creations of the mind—creative

works or ideas embodied in a form that can be

shared or can enable others to recreate, emulate,

or manufacture them’’ [7]. There are four primary

ways to protect IP—patents, trademarks, copy-

rights, or trade secrets. For an idea to be patentable

it must be reduced to practice, meaning that it has

been conceptualized and effort has gone into creat-
ing a physical representation. Legally, the inven-

tor(s) of any device or design is the person(s) who

conceived the idea. An individual who assists in

reducing the idea into practice is not necessarily an

inventor, and claiming themas such could result in a

patent being invalid. An individual who works on a

project that results in IP, but did not help to

conceive the idea, although not an inventor can be
considered a contributor and can be granted royal-

ties if agreed upon by the inventor/owner and stated

in a legal contract.

The passage of the Bayh-Dole Act is the principal

factor in explaining the increase in patenting and

licensing activities by academic institutions in the

United States [8]. This legislation gave U.S. uni-

versities, small businesses and non-profit organiza-
tions control of the inventions and intellectual

property that resulted from federally-funded

research with the expectation that these organiza-

tionswould take steps to secure and exploit it for the

benefit of the university and society. Prior to the

Bay-Dole Act, there were limited incentives for

universities to commercialize higher-risk; early

stage technologies and less than five percent of
U.S. government patents were commercially

licensed [9]. Although some faculty have voiced

concerns over the years aboutmoving the university

from an academic to a more commercial mission

[10], the opportunity for revenue generation pro-

vides considerable incentive for universities to

pursue commercialization. This is particularly true

in light of decreasing federal and state funding for

education and the increasing emphasis on the role

universities play in economic development [11, 12].

In order to manage the opportunities and chal-
lenges introduced by increased IP protection and

commercialization, many universities created

administrative units commonly referred to as tech-

nology transfer offices (TTOs).Themain functionof

a TTO is to act as an institution’s intermediary

between the IP creators (i.e., inventors) andpartners

who aid in the commercialization process (e.g.,

entrepreneurs, industry partners, attorneys). As
such they are responsible for putting in place poli-

cies, processes and practices which: (1) support IP

creation, (2) provide clear ownership determination

of IP, (3) encourage IP commercialization opportu-

nities and (4) develop long-term IP management

strategies. Because TTOswere established primarily

to fulfill the requirements of the Bayh Dole Act, the

majority of IP policy and practice has focused
mainly on researchers, faculty, staff and graduate

students, who are typically employees of the uni-

versity and governed by an employment agreement.

Given the diversity the various stakeholders

involved in the IP management process at univer-

sities—inventors, administrators, attorneys, entre-

preneurs, and industry partners—adesiredoutcome

is balancing the interests of all parties. Although
policies and incentives are typically intended to be

beneficial to all stakeholders, there are often trade-

offs between participants in the process.

Activemanagement of IP appears to be paying off

for some universities. A summary of patent and

licensing revenue data from the Association of

University Technology Managers (AUTM)

revealed that research-related income of $2.4 billion
in 2010 was generated by 155 universities and 27

hospitals and research institutes surveyed [13]. It

also found that more than 657 new products and

more than 650 new companies were created as a

result of academic R&D. Another recent report

found that university licenses were credited with

generating 279,000 U.S. jobs and contributed up to

$187 billion to the U.S. GDP activity between 1996
and 2007 [14]. As a result, institutions continue to

grow and invest in technology transfer activities.

Examples of initiatives being pursued include:

increases in funding for early stage research to

bring it to the ‘‘proof of concept’’ stage; technology

accelerators offering enhanced business incubation;

portalswhere companies and entrepreneurs can find

academic innovations available for licensing; sim-
plified licensing contracts; and endowments desig-

nated for investments in university-based startups

[9].
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2.2 Undergraduate students and intellectual

property

Until fairly recently, little attention has been paid to

the topic of university IP policy specifically as it

relates to undergraduates. The lack of literature on

the topic suggests that the level of involvement by

undergraduates in IP protection has not warranted
much attention and/or that many entrepreneurship

or product development courses have been created

with limited consideration of institutional IP policy.

Data collected from informal surveys and discus-

sions at recent entrepreneurship and engineering

education conference sessions suggest that interest

in how to manage IP issues is growing among

faculty and program administrators. These data
indicate that there are four main contexts, each

posing unique IP related issues, in which under-

graduates can potentially confront issues related to

the ownership of intellectual property, including: (1)

entrepreneurship education programs and experi-

ential learning activities, (2) industry-sponsored

engineering or product design courses, (3) non-

industry sponsored product design courses; and
(4) undergraduate research (Fig. 1). Another

common theme that emerges from discussions is

that faculty members do not feel prepared to

counsel students in IP matters. Their primary con-

cerns include: a lack of knowledge about what kinds

of legal agreements are necessary; difficulty students

have in understanding policies; how to balance the

interests of students, industry sponsors and the

institution; and how challenging it is to change

institutional policy. They also described ever-chan-

ging rules, ‘‘don’t ask, don’t tell’’ policies, and

concerns about the extra time it takes to manage

related paperwork.

The literature suggests that having clear policies
and communicating them is key to the management

of intellectual property. An IP Policy Primer pre-

pared by the National Collegiate Inventors and

Innovators Association, an organization that sup-

ports student inventors through educational pro-

grams and grants to further intellectual property

development, states that a good IP policy removes

gray areas, and spells out each player’s stake, rights,
and responsibilities [15]. Similarly, in an article

describing IP issues faced by universities seeking

to commercialize student innovation at all levels,

Evans [11] indicated the need to create understand-

able IP policy and provide educational materials

suited to each constituent. However, an accurate

understanding of IP ownership rights and policy

appears to be the exception more than the rule at
many institutions. In a survey intended to inform

their own policy changes, North Carolina State

University found the factors that universities con-

sidered in asserting IP rights for undergraduates

were ill-defined [16]. Even within institutions, sta-

keholders have different views; A study conducted

by the University of North Dakota found that the

perception of IP ownership related to work invol-
ving students was viewed quite differently by the

Undergraduate Involvement in Intellectual Property Protection at Universities 3
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students and faculty, with students consistently

assigning more ownership to students than to

faculty [17].

Researchers have pointed out the distinction

between undergraduates who typically pay to

attend a university and benefit from its resources,
in contrast to faculty and many graduate students

who are paid by an institution to teach or conduct

research. Nordheden and Hoeflich [18] addressed

this issue within the context of the increasing

involvement in research by undergraduates. They

pointed out that because students typically do

research for credit and not money, they do not

have an employment contract with the university
and are not covered under what is referred to as the

‘‘workplace doctrine,’’ which could put them in a

position to challenge a university for a share of the

rights. They suggested the need for students to sign

over their rights before conducting research, but

point out that this could conflict with university

policies toward students. Silvernagel [17] described

two competing schools of thought in the area—one
is that student policy should reflect that of faculty

because if differences exist one party might be less

likely to participate in research, versus a second

where imposing a policy on students who are not

being supported by research funding could stifle

their creativity.

Interviews and pilot survey data collected from

university technology transfer professionals prior to
conducting this study suggested that there were few

institutions with explicit policies directed at under-

graduates [19]. Instead, most applied the general IP

policies of the institution where undergraduates

operated in a gray area and where, as one inter-

viewee stated, technology transfer offices ‘‘turn a

blind eye.’’ Another gray area identified in pilot

survey data was the definition of ‘‘significant use of
university resources’’ in relation to the development

of intellectual property. This referred to the use of

libraries, computers, software, space, hardware,

and materials owned or provided by a university

and the degree to which was considered in the

assignment of IP. Some institutions made distinc-

tions such as ‘‘expensive, core, specialized equip-

ment,’’ or ‘‘facilities not available to the public.’’
They varied as to whether they included IP devel-

oped as part of classes or class assignments. Other

issues that emerged from pilot data included the

degree to which faculty should be involved in

enforcing IPpolicy andwhether technology transfer

offices have the resources to devote to student IP.

The experience of the authors has been that when

faculty are unable to clearly articulate IP policy to
students and/or when it is not well understood or

perceived by students to be in favor of the institu-

tion, it can inhibit innovation and prevent students

from obtaining the feedback and assistance that

could help advance their projects or ventures.

Furthermore, naı̈ve or incorrect assumptions

about rights and obligations can lead to suspicion

or mistrust that inhibits creativity and collabora-

tion. When this occurs, students may resort to
working on projects that simply meet the minimal

requirements of the course, while keeping their

‘‘real’’ projects to themselves for fear that the

university will claim ownership. While these fears

are unfounded in many cases, they highlight the

need to educate and communicate IP policy to

students in a way that encourages them to innovate

and ultimately create goodwill. This was the goal of
North Carolina State University, which found that

‘‘requiring disclosure and possibly asserting univer-

sity ownership of inventions created by undergrad-

uate students as a result of their coursework was

antithetical to the fundamental nature and purpose

of the university, and would have a negative impact

on student perceptions and alumni philanthropy.’’

As a result, the university revised their patent policy
to clarify the students’ rights, allowing them to own

the IP generated through their normal coursework

[16].

3. Purpose and research questions

The purpose of this exploratory study was to exam-

ine trends in the level and nature of undergraduate

involvement in creating intellectual property and
institutional policies and practices in relation to

them. The research questions were:

� What is the extent and nature of undergraduate

involvement with technology transfer offices?
� To what extent do universities have specific

policies related to undergraduate IP?

� To what extent are IP policies understood by

students and faculty?

� What are general (unofficial) attitudes and prac-

tices related to IP involving undergraduate stu-

dents?

4. Methods

A new survey instrument was developed to capture

data necessary to answer the research questions. It

was comprised of both objective and subjective

questions in order to understand trends and atti-

tudes related to the management of IP generated by

undergraduates. Items were created based on a

literature review as well as pilot data collected via

interviews with technology transfer professionals
prior to conducting the study. The survey instru-

ment was reviewed by faculty, technology transfer

professionals, IP attorneys, and educational assess-

ment experts.
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Purposive sampling was used to identify 50 uni-

versities with a strong emphasis in the STEM

disciplines and/or entrepreneurship and that were

consideredmost likely to have active involvement in

technology transfer activities that may involve

undergraduates. Directors of TTOs at these institu-
tions were asked via email to complete the online

survey. Over the course of several weeks, follow-up

email reminder messages were sent and telephone

calls were made to encourage participation. This

paper reports on survey data collected from a

sample of 31 universities from across the U.S.

which completed the survey in its entirety. Of

these, 14were private and 17 public. Approximately
half enrolled under 30,000 undergraduate and grad-

uate students and half over.

Survey respondents were asked if they were will-

ing to participate in a follow-up interview and

fourteen agreed. Interviews were conducted with

eight universities to expand on and triangulate

findings found via the survey research. Given the

exploratory nature of the study and the sample size,
descriptive statistics as well as qualitative survey

and interview data were used to identify trends,

summarize institutional practices, and describe atti-

tudes towards undergraduate involvement in IP

protection.

5. Results

Question 1: What is the extent and nature of

undergraduate involvement with technology transfer

offices in the past year?

Respondents were asked a number of questions

related to trends in the frequency of their interac-

tions with undergraduates within the previous year,
the disciplines from which they came, and the

factors driving growth in IP activity among under-

graduates. There was great variation in the number

of undergraduate with which TTOs reported to be

interacting, however less than one quarter were

seeing more than 20 per year. Of those surveyed,

only one respondent reported that they had inter-

acted with no undergraduate students within the

previous year; of the remainder, 26% interactedwith

less than five; 31%5–10; 16%11–20; 16%21–50; and

7% more than 50. When asked whether the number

of undergraduates with which they interact was

growing, 19% responded ‘‘yes, at a faster rate than
for other inventor groups’’ (e.g. faculty and gradu-

ate students); 29% ‘‘yes, but at a rate similar to other

inventor groups’’; and 52% ‘‘no, staying about the

same.’’ Fifty-five percent of respondents agreed that

undergraduate involvement in generating IP was

concentrated in certain academic departments

versus 29% who did not. Top departments cited

were engineering, science, chemistry, and computer
science.

Growth in the generation of IP by undergradu-

ates was attributed to a number of factors. Respon-

dents agreed most strongly that growth was driven

by entrepreneurial competitions, a general

increased emphasis on entrepreneurship on their

campuses, and engineering design courses, and to

a slightly lesser degree due to undergraduate parti-
cipation in research or university success stories

related to technology commercialization (Table 1).

Open-ended survey and interview questions asked

respondents about additional factors driving

growth in IP generation. They cited: TTO presenta-

tions in engineering senior design classes, student

business incubators, student concerns about a lack

of jobs, access to funds andmentors, the buzz about
entrepreneurship in the media, and involvement in

developing apps for smart phones.

‘‘Our university has become very focused on entrepre-
neurship at all levels. At the level of faculty staff and
graduate students in our research enterprise we’ve
become very focused on it but also at the undergradu-
ate level. There are multiple programs across the
university in the different colleges that are emphasizing
entrepreneurship.’’

‘‘I think there has been an increase in resources avail-
able over the last six to eight years, particularly focus-
ing on some reworking of entrepreneurship
curriculum. Certainly, the College of Engineering and
the entrepreneurship center have taken a much more

Undergraduate Involvement in Intellectual Property Protection at Universities 5

Table 1. Factors driving growth in IP activity among undergraduates

Factors
Disagree or
strongly disagree Agree

Strongly
agree

Entrepreneurship or product innovation-related competitions 10% 39% 51%
Ageneral increased emphasis on entrepreneurship and technology commercialization
on your campus

7% 48% 45%

Engineering design/product development courses 16% 39% 45%
Entrepreneurship courses offered on campus 16% 48% 36%
Entrepreneurship-related clubs or student organizations 16% 52% 32%
Seminars or workshops related to entrepreneurship and intellectual property
(not semester-long)

23% 48% 29%

More students pursuing entrepreneurial careers 23% 48% 29%
Undergraduate participation in research 32% 39% 29%
University intellectual-property success stories 42% 42% 16%



active role in not just providing the curricula that
allows students to experience and get hands-on access
to developing business plans and building small busi-
nesses, but they’ve actively promoted new and innova-
tive ways of engaging undergraduates with alumni on
the coasts, particularly the West Coast, to encourage
themand give themamentorship and anetwork as they
begin to develop their own ideas.’’

Students were reported to be most frequently seek-

ing advice related to understanding their personal

rights related to IP, or guidance related to a specific

invention (Table 2). Interviews indicated that many
of the questions students bring to the TTO have to

do with concerns about ownership and/or resources

offered by the institution. Interviewees also

described the mistrust students have about univer-

sity ownership and involvement.

‘‘They’re either questions of a general nature about
intellectual property, or they’re questions that are
directed at trying to find out whether they have some
obligation to the university and the university’s poli-
cies.’’

‘‘It really is usually ownership to make sure that they
own it, or they would like us to file it. Often they will be
asking about resources available to them, so that we’ll
direct them to the different resources around campus
. . . they’re pretty generic’’

‘‘There’s a lot of sort of mistrust. Are you going to own
my company? Are you going to take a third of my
company?Are you going to chargemehuge amounts of
money? All that kind of stuff, and so, we assure them
that, no, we’re not going to, that we’re reasonable
people and give them a sense of what it’s about.’’

‘‘The number one is do I own this? Is the university
going to steal this from me? That’s about the way it’s
presented.’’

Question 2: To what extent do universities have

specific policies related to undergraduate IP?

Respondents were asked a number of questions

related to the extent to which they addressed under-

graduates specifically in their IP policies, how these

differed from those directed at faculty and graduate
student inventors, andwhether they anticipated any

changes to their policies. Thirty-five percent of those

surveyed reported having a specific policy for IP

developed by undergraduates, while 65% did not. In

response to whether institutions had instituted any

programmatic changes to accommodate under-

graduates, 23% said yes, 13% said they were in

progress, and 65% said no. Most of the institutions

surveyed leaned towards undergraduate student

owning their IP, unless they were employees of the

institution or if they voluntarily choose to assign

their IP to the university.

‘‘Our default situation is—if we don’t take any action,
then undergraduate students own any intellectual
property that they create. So any of their homework
assignments, special projects, anything that they create
during the course of their learning experiences, they
own that.’’

‘‘Student projects that relate to coursework (a parti-
cular class, not anongoing research project) are student
property.We only work with them if they ask us to and
are willing to voluntarily assign to the university.’’

‘‘Our policies are directed at employees versus non-
employees. It doesn’t matter if the student is an under-
graduate or a graduate student; the starting point is
whether their inventionwas developed as a student or a
university employee.’’

Less than 10% reported that their institution

asserted ownership of the IP created by undergrad-

uates, which in some cases, could then be licensed to

students.

‘‘It used to be that the University did not claim own-
ership to undergraduate inventions. In 2007, the IP
policywas changed to include undergraduates. There is
a slim possibility it would change back.’’

‘‘We have an exclusive license agreement which is very
attractive to an undergraduate start-up company.
Essentially, we will file a provisional patent applica-
tion. They can take that to any law firm they wish. We
grant them an exclusive license to it. They owe us
nothing—no reports or any royalties unless they have
sales of over $1M inanyone year, then theyoweus a 1%
royalty and reports thereafter.’’

Seventy-seven percent of respondents did consider

the ‘‘use of significant university resources’’ when

assigning IP ownership to undergraduates. Univer-

sity resources that were taken into consideration

most frequently were research labs, parts, compo-

nents and supplies, andmachine shop use (Table 3).
Taken into consideration to a lesser degree were

library resources, internet access, and advice or

mentoring from the TTO. When asked in an open-

ended question to provide examples of resources

that were likely to be taken into consideration when

assigning IP, the number one response was funding.

Interviewees strongly agreed that if the student was

paid a salary by the university or participated in

Nathalie Duval-Couetil et al.6

Table 2. Frequency with which students seek particular types of advice from TTOs

Reasons Rarely Occasionally Frequently

An understanding of their personal rights in relation to university IP policies 19% 65% 16%
Guidance related to a specific invention or technology 13% 71% 16%
General entrepreneurship and business start-up questions 32% 48% 13%
General knowledge about patents and the IP protection process 35% 52% 13%
Financial benefits/obligations related to IP 45% 35% 6%



funded research that that the IPmust be assigned to

the university.

‘‘I would say the decision point comes when a student
sort of crosses the line between using university facil-
ities that are dedicated for educational purposes—a
chemistry laboratory that’s fully equipped with sup-
plies and so on. If that lab is set up for educational
purposes to teach Organic Chemistry 300 Lab or
whatever it is, then regardless of the amount of
resources that the student utilizes, we consider that to
be an educational activity, and, therefore, the student
owns any intellectual property that they create. If a
student crosses the line and steps into a research lab
where there’s an active research program and funding
from outside sources - that’s the demarcation that I
wouldmake betweenwhenwe should consider asking a
student to sign an agreement and when it’s not neces-
sary for them to sign an agreement.’’

The use of special equipment and materials not

typically afforded to other students was also an
important criteria in assigning ownership. The

extent to which other resources were considered

varied widely across institutions and it appears

that this is a gray area which provides some flex-

ibility to the university. Interviewees were asked,

whether their institutions had a clearly defined

policy related to the specific type and amount of

resources that will be considered and several
responded that they did not.

‘‘Students own their IP if itwas developed in thenormal
course of their program of study using only facilities
normally available to students in theirmajor andonly if
those rights are not superseded by other conditions
(e.g. work for hire; work on a faculty grant/contract;
being part of a special opportunity not available to
most students).’’

‘‘It’s not straight-forward, not well-defined, but we do
say, so long as you’re not part of a research project or
using a laboratory significantly, the chances are that
significant use won’t come into account for the under-
graduates.’’

‘‘I think it’s understood that if they’re paid by the
university and are working specifically on that problem
or project, that would be covered. If they use university
labs, that would be covered. It’s not clear to me that if
they use a computer lab that’s open to anybody
whether or not that that would be covered.’’

‘‘No I would say it’s subjective. We don’t—we do not
try to delineate where that line is.’’

IP policy also appeared to be relatively straightfor-

ward when students were involved in industry-

sponsored engineering or product design courses.

However, this was described as leading to other

complexities. A few institutions indicated that stu-
dents had to be given the opportunity to opt out of

industry-sponsored engineering courses if they did

notwant to sign over their IP rights. Thismeant that

comparable curricular alternatives had to be avail-

able.

‘‘Very occasionally, there will be a design class with a
sponsor where there’s some obligation for us to enable
the sponsor to acquire rights in the invention. So, we
have a very strict rule about those classes for under-
graduates, and the very strict rule is they shouldn’t be
frequent. They cannot be a class that’s a requirement
for graduation. So, they have to be electives, and the
students are told in advance of taking the class that this
is what the rule will be, that you won’t own your own
invention, and they sign a piece of paper saying they
recognize it so that they’re not surprised. So, in other
words, we want the undergraduates to own their own
invention unless they make significant use of our
research facilities or money.’’

Other challenges were cited by respondents

included: how to define what role an undergraduate
played in IP generation and who should make the

determination; the degree to which policies can be

enforced; difficulty in tracking undergraduate IP;

and applying policy in a consistent manner.

‘‘What we ask of our faculty is that they make the
decision whether or not the student needs to sign the
university’s intellectual property agreement. If the
student is going to be embedded in the research
laboratory, working side-by-side with a faculty
member, a post-doctoral student, a graduate student
and a research assistant, well then, they really do need
to sign the agreement, because if they made an intellec-
tual contribution, they would own that. So, in a
situation like that, because this is above and beyond
the educational experience, then we would ask them to
sign the agreement. However, if the student is going to
be maintaining equipment or mixing solutions or
taking care of animals or doing something rather
routine where they really aren’t going to contribute
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Table 3. Frequency with which university resources are considered in IP ownership decisions

Resources Never Sometimes Always

Research labs 19% 39% 42%
Parts/components/supplies (e.g., electronic components, metal, chemicals, etc.) 26% 48% 26%
Advice or mentoring from professors—(direct input to solve problem or generate ideas) 45% 29% 26%
Machine/fabrication shop 32% 45% 23%
Class assignments 68% 19% 13%
Computer servers 52% 42% 6%
Software provided by the university 48% 48% 3%
Computer labs 55% 42% 3%
Office space 65% 32% 3%
Advice/mentoring from technology commercialization office 77% 19% 3%
Internet access/networks provided by the university 71% 29% 0%
Library resources/databases 77% 23% 0%



intellectually, then they really don’t need to sign it. So,
we really rely on our faculty members. . .. And as we
said, we do really try to minimize the number of
students who are asked to sign legal agreements.’’

‘‘I think there are probably a number of other things
that are happening that we don’t know about. We
know about a few of them. I suspect there are others
thatwe simply don’t knowabout. I’m fairly certain that
we don’t know all of what’s being developed out there.
So the level of activity may be even higher than we’ve
seen. There has certainly been a ramp up in the last
couple of years.’’

‘‘Our policy ends up covering things like senior design
capstone classes in our engineering departments and it
could cover but usually doesn’t seem to cover inven-
tions that would be, for instance, invented by a class of
undergraduates in the business school. So, it is not a
very consistently applied policy across the university.
We don’t really have a goodwindow into entrepreneur-
ship activity or whether it’s up or down or sideways.’’

Question 3: To what extent are IP policies

understood by students and faculty?

Respondents were asked about the degree to which

they felt their IP policies and practices were under-

stood by faculty at their institutions. Of the TTOs

surveyed over half felt that faculty had a good to

excellent understanding of how IP policy related to

their own activity or to that of graduate students. In

contrast, faculty understanding of IP policy as it
related to undergraduates was considered good by

only 29% of respondents (Table 4). In interviews,

respondents were asked why this was the case.

Reasons cited were: a lack of communication and/

or education; visits to classes by TTO staff not being

publicized; fears, rumors, and misunderstanding; a

lack of motivation; and the complexity associated

with policy.
In response to whether faculty should be more

involved in handling IP topics and issues related to

undergraduates, 39% of respondents indicated yes,

32% said no, and 29% were unsure. Respondents

were also asked about the frequencywithwhich they

were consulted when new courses that involved

entrepreneurship and innovation were developed;

29% said frequently, 45% said occasionally, and
26% said never. In follow-up interviews, when

asked to explain the manner in which faculty

could become more involved, the answers aligned

with three themes. The first was that faculty need to

become better educated about institutional IP poli-

cies to better address student questions and to

prepare classes and programs that align with poli-

cies and practices. The second was that faculty need

to communicate the policies to students in a more

effective manner. The third was that faculty should

support and communicate the university policies

instead of what they personally believe the policies

should be.

‘‘I always like to remind the faculty in the departmental
meetings that we’re happy to speak to student groups if
they would like for us to do that. We do try to educate
the faculty about the intellectual property policy, and
we kind of leave it to them to decide whether it’s
appropriate to pass that along to the students or not.’’

‘‘It’s kind of on an as-needed basis. So, we post
information on our website. Also they can contact us
by email or call, and so, we are always available to
answer those kinds of questions, and it seems like—
fromour experience, faculty want this information and
pay most attention to it when they have a need as
opposed to us trying to educate everybody on a certain
topic when it’s convenient or seems appropriate to us.’’

‘‘Regardless of what the policy says, we routinely heard
from students that the University was going to claim
their IP regardless, and therefore, they should save
their best ideas for the senior project and do something
silly,meaningless for a senior project in order to protect
their IP. And, some of this was coming from faculty,
and even though the policy is on theWeb site, they just
don’t read. They would continue to tell students what
they think the policy is or what the policy used to be.’’

‘‘Faculty at my institution actually advise students
about how to avoid having to share IP with the
University.’’

Question 4: What are general (unofficial) attitudes

and practices related to IP involving undergraduate

students?

A number of more subjective questions were devel-
oped to understand unofficial attitudes and

approaches toward undergrad IP. The first asked

respondents to characterize their degree of involve-

ment with undergraduates. Over 50% stated that

they got involved with undergraduate students

primarily on a case-by case basis, with the remain-

der split between playing a very active role in

activities that could generate undergraduate IP
and those that looked the other way (Table 5).

Interview data suggested that TTOs are interested

in undergraduate IP if the institution owns it and if it

has promise. If that is the case, it is vetted and

treated like faculty IP.

‘‘We explain to them up front that if they want to go
throughus, that they’re going tohave to assign the IP to
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Table 4. Respondent opinions about the degree to which faculty understand university IP policies

Poor Fair Good Excellent

IP policy as it relates to faculty 6% 35% 52% 6%
IP policy as it relates to graduate students 10% 42% 45% 3%
IP policy as it relates to undergraduate students 42% 29% 29% 0%



us, and then they would be treated per policy just like
everybody else.’’

‘‘Well, what we first do is effectively make sure that we
have an ownership in it. So, that would be the very first
thing that we would determine, and then, if we don’t
have an ownership, we will pretty much stop there
unless there’s something really compelling about the
idea that would make us think that we would actually
want to pursue it if theywere interested inworkingwith
us.’’

Another factor is whether an undergraduate is

committed to developing a technology further,

which appears to be more the exception than the

rule.

‘‘Undergraduate students are more likely to think of it
as a short-term project with a defined beginning and an
end and not something that would, for instance, have a
life beyond the time that they graduate from that
particular class. We do take that into account. So, if
there’s no additional development plans, if there’s no
real future for the technology if you will, if they’re not
intending tomove anything forward,we aremore likely
to just close the case. But we do evaluate them all just
the same—maybe in a slightly shortened way—but we
do look at them all, and we do give them all an
evaluation.’’

When asked their opinions of the degree to which

they should be involved with undergraduates, many

agreed that they should be more involved but a

majority also agreed that undergraduate IP yields
very little return on investment of time or money

(Table 6). It is clear that managing the technology

transfer activities of faculty is a higher priority than

commercializing inventions created by undergrad-

uates given the expected return on investment to the

university and TTO constraints related to time and

resources.

‘‘Well, as you would expect, most undergraduate
intellectual property is not sufficiently substantial to
be patentable and commercially attractive.’’

‘‘Realistically, there are only somany of us and only so
much time. So, we do have to try and work to the
greatest possible value for the University.’’

‘‘The answer to that is an unequivocal no, and the
reason is I’ve got two-and-a-half thousand faculty to
serve, and we barely keep up with that. If I opened the
doors to 35,000 students, then we would not be able to
do our job, and our job first and foremost is to manage
intellectual property owned by the University.’’

One interviewee pointed to the need to pay attention

to undergraduates in the event valuable IP is devel-

oped.

‘‘Company X woke us up. We may want to have
students share a small piece of equity with us if they
develop companies based on work done at the Uni-
versity.’’

Another addressed the potential negative conse-
quences and bad will that could be created by

asserting ownership.

‘‘Yeah, I kind of have issues with trying to claim stuff
from the undergraduates just personally, but I know
the institution probably has a different view of that. I
think that the potential of bad PR that could come to
the University if it tried to claim something that an
undergraduate created is more risky than it’s worth
trying to capture it at all.’’

Some interviews felt that they should serve an

educational mission since they are part of a uni-

versity. These activities including providing access

to resources, posting IP policy and information on

websites, doing presentations for various audiences,

offering internship programs, creating law clinics,
creating brief and easy-to-understand license agree-

ments, and increasingly using social networking to

communicate with students.

‘‘So, if I had five of me, I guess I’d probably inject
myself in the freshman year, maybe, or junior year and
identify courses that would probably be most likely to
produce new ideas and then go and do an introductory
presentation on IP—very general—to introduce the
concept and the policy on campus at those targeted
points.’’

‘‘Could we be? Certainly I think we probably could be.
Should we be might be a different question, and I—
frankly, I think I’d leave that to others to answer,
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Table 5. Statements that best describe university TTO practices toward undergraduate IP

Statements n Percent

Somewhat involved—we get involved on a case-by-case basis 17 55%
Passive—we tend to ignore it or look the other way 7 23%
Actively involved—we play an active role in activities that can generate undergraduate IP 7 23%

Table 6. Attitudes toward undergraduate IP

Attitudes Disagree or
strongly disagree Agree

Strongly
agree

We should be more involved in working with undergraduates 42% 58% 0%
We don’t have the resources to meet the needs of undergraduates 48% 32% 19%
Undergraduate IP yields very little return on investment of time or money 36% 58% 6%
Undergraduate students are primarily generating IP that is notwithin the scope of the
university IP policy

26% 55% 19%



perhaps the Deans and those who are in charge of the
academic programs.’’

‘‘Tech transfer personnel, as I’m sure you’re aware,
primarily focus on doing what they need to do—
managing IP, patenting, licensing agreements and all
of that—and our primarymission is not education, but
it’s sort of a secondarymission of the office. Sowe try to
take advantage of all those opportunities but, at the
same time, really focus on our primary objectives.’’

‘‘Well I would say that certainly making presentations
in a classroomsetting, that’s a goodway to reach a large
number of students, and, as I said, we always take
advantage of those opportunities.’’

‘‘I think social media’s probably the way to go for the
students these days. So, we now have a Facebook page,
a Twitter account, and all that sort of stuff.’’

Finally, TTOswere asked if their policies were likely
to change in the future.Approximately a third of the

TTOs surveyed indicated they did and cited reasons

such as increasing student success stories, expand-

ing programs, corporate partners interested in pro-

tecting student IP, and to expand services to

undergrads so that they receive the benefits afforded

to other inventors.

6. Discussion

Thepurposeof this studywas toexplore theextentof

undergraduate involvement with technology trans-
fer offices at universities with strong engineering

and/or entrepreneurship and programs to under-

stand the range of approaches institutions take

towards students involved in developing new tech-

nologies or launching business ventures. Findings

indicate that undergraduate involvement in the

generation of IP is still very small relative to other

inventor groups, but is growing at approximately
half of the institutions surveyed and remaining

constant at the remainder. The study confirmed

that this growth can be attributed to both the

growing emphasis on entrepreneurship education

as well as a growing emphasis on ‘‘real world’’

oriented product design courses in disciplines such

as engineering and the sciences. To serve this popu-

lation of inventors and innovators, over two-thirds
of respondents indicated that they had developed or

were in the process of developing specific policies

and/or practices directed at undergraduates.

The data show that across the institutions sur-

veyed there is a lack of consensus on how to treat

undergraduate inventors. Some institutions

reported that they pursued a proactive approach

focused on actively reaching out to undergraduate
inventors while others adopted a more passive

approach whereby TTOs serve undergraduates on

an as-needed basis. In this sample, these differing

approaches could not be attributed to specific uni-

versity characteristics (small/large, private/public).

While it is clear that many state-funded institutions

may be bound historically by more rigid policies,

within this sample, this did not appear to play a

significant role in attitudes towards or the perceived

ability to change policy to accommodate under-

graduates. Instead policies and practices appeared
to be driven by a number of factors including the

entrepreneurial culture of the institution, different

philosophies institutions have in relation to the role

they play in the generation of undergraduate stu-

dent inventions, the beliefs of specific individuals

(TTO leadership or faculty champions), and the

human and financial resources TTOs have to

devote to educating and serving undergraduates.
Where policies directed at undergraduates

existed, they remain subject to application and

interpretation. TTOs highlighted the significant

challenges associated with tracking undergraduate

involvement in IP generation, particularly at large

institutions and in areas such as software develop-

ment, leading to questions about how to apply

policies fairly. The definition and consideration of
‘‘significant university resources’’ also variedwidely

across institutions. Many defined this as using

resources above and beyond what a typical student

would have access to, such as research labs,machine

shops, and supplies. However, a few institutions

considered taking a course as use of a university

resource. These findings suggest that there is con-

siderable gray areawhen assigning ownership based
on the use of these resources, which a few inter-

viewees indicated could be of benefit to the institu-

tion in negotiations. Additional research is

necessary to understand the degree to which this is

prevalent and the manner in which TTOs navigate

through these issues.

The finding that 65% of respondents felt that

undergraduate IP yields very little return on invest-
ment suggests that institutions serving undergrad-

uates do so for other reasons. Only one interview in

the sample stated that involving undergraduates in

startups was core to the university’s mission. Others

felt that they should be involved in monitoring

undergraduate IP so that they would be aware of

activity that might result in a venture with high

potential. The prevailing belief was that involve-
ment in the generation of intellectual property by

undergraduates was more typically part of an edu-

cational experience. TTOs felt it was their respon-

sibility to be aligned with the educational mission of

the university by being responsive to this popula-

tion. However, the extent to which they were able to

do seemed to be based on the level of staff and other

resources they had available. Therefore, there
appears to be a tension between serving an educa-

tional mission and generating financial returns to

the institution. This suggests that if universities
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attach strategic importance to serving the under-

graduate student population, this will require that

the institutional leadership provide TTOs with the

resources necessary to do so effectively.

The study confirms that ambiguity and a lack of

communication about policies can create mistrust
among students. Overall, TTOs believed that IP

policies are not well understood across campus. It

appears that faculty attitudes can play a key role in

how undergraduates view the TTO office may fuel

myths that prevent undergraduates from taking

advantage of university resources. Because under-

graduates commonly ask faculty for advice about

projects and ideas, they are key in communicating
institutional policies to students. One interviewee

highlighted the possibility that faculty might even

undermine the policy of the university by telling

students how to avoid it.More research is necessary

to understand faculty attitudes toward university IP

policy and the degree it may influence student

interactions or lack thereof withTTOs. The findings

of the study highlight the importance of commu-
nicating institutional IP policies to faculty and

students in a way that they are easily accessible,

understood, and in a manner where involvement of

the institution is viewed positively.

Finally, institutions must weigh the possible

financial returns from undergraduate IP versus the

negative perceptions that practices and policies that

aren’t perceived to be in favor of students can cause.
For example, could undergraduate IP policies

impact longer term goodwill that might manifest

itself in support or donations to the institution by

successful alums? Also, if trends that encourage

student involvement in invention and entrepreneur-

ship continue, could institutional IP policies

become a factor in the decision-making process of

what college to attend? These questions suggest that
more research is necessary to understand the tangi-

ble and intangible returns of undergraduate IP

policy to a university.

7. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to identify trends and
factors that faculty and administrators should take

into consideration when developing courses related

to entrepreneurship and/or product development

that may involve the creation of IP. It is clear that

institutions have varying approaches to dealing

with undergraduate generated IP and that at many

policies are evolving. The findings of this study

highlight the importance of finding more effective
ways to communicate the underlying principles of

IP and institutional policies to both students and

faculty. Clarifying their rights and responsibilities is

likely to reduce ambiguity and provide a better

return on investment for the TTOs and the institu-

tion at large in terms of time, money, and goodwill.

This work serves as the foundation and catalyst for

additional research being undertaken by the

authors, the National Collegiate Inventors and

Innovators Alliance (NCIIA) and the Association
of University Technology Managers (AUTM).

Future studies will focus on further exploration of

the issues highlighted in this study as well as the

development and dissemination of best practices.
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